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About this Guide
Welcome to Qualys CloudView! We’ll help you get acquainted with the Qualys solutions 
for securing your AWS, Azure, and GCP resources using the Qualys Cloud Security 
Platform.

About Qualys
Qualys, Inc. (NASDAQ: QLYS) is a pioneer and leading provider of cloud-based security and 
compliance solutions. The Qualys Cloud Platform and its integrated apps help businesses 
simplify security operations and lower the cost of compliance by delivering critical 
security intelligence on demand and automating the full spectrum of auditing, 
compliance and protection for IT systems and web applications. 

Founded in 1999, Qualys has established strategic partnerships with leading managed 
service providers and consulting organizations including Accenture, BT, Cognizant 
Technology Solutions, Deutsche Telekom, Fujitsu, HCL, HP Enterprise, IBM, Infosys, NTT, 
Optiv, SecureWorks, Tata Communications, Verizon and Wipro. The company is also a 
founding member of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA). For more information, please visit 
www.qualys.com

Qualys Support
Qualys is committed to providing you with the most thorough support. Through online 
documentation, telephone help, and direct email support, Qualys ensures that your 
questions will be answered in the fastest time possible. We support you 7 days a week, 
24 hours a day. Access online support information at www.qualys.com/support/.

https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/
http://www.qualys.com/support/
www.qualys.com
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CloudView Overview
Qualys CloudView provides visibility and continuous security across all of your cloud 
environments. 

With CloudView you’ll get these features:

- Discover assets and resources across all regions from multiple accounts and multiple 
cloud platforms

- Search resource metadata, view resource details and show associations across resources

- Out-of-the-box AWS, Azure, GCP policies

- Continuously assess and report resource misconfigurations by checking against the 
controls from out-of-the-box policies

- Build your own policies and customize controls to suit your need

- Ability to view, filter and export misconfigurations

Qualys Subscription and Modules required
Check that you have these modules available in your subscription: 

- CloudView

- Vulnerability Management (only if you want to view host vulnerability information)

- AssetView

- Cloud Agents for VM

- Administration

If you need access to a module, please contact your Qualys Technical Account Manager 
(TAM).
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Concepts and Terminologies 
Get familiar with common terms used in CloudView. 

Concept Description

Policy A set of configuration checks that will assess different resources collected 
from your cloud account. 

Control A configuration check. Each check applies to a specific service/resource. 
Here are some examples:
- MFA should be enabled for console user - applies to AWS IAM Service and 
IAM User Resource
- Password policy should have upper case letter enforced - applies to AWS 
IAM Service
- Security group should not allow inbound access on port 22 from 0.0.0.0 - 
applies to EC2/VPC services and Security Group Resource

Service A service is the high level grouping by functional area. Each service consists 
of different entities or resources.

Resource A resource is an entity that you can work with. Examples include an 
Amazon EC2 instance, IAM User, Security Group.

Control Passed Each control is applicable to a specific resource type. For each control, 
applicable resources are collected. The control checks whether the 
particular attribute of a resource is configured as per best practices. The 
control is passed when the attribute that the control is checking is found 
configured as per the desired configuration for all the applicable resources 
collected. 

Control Failed Control is considered failed when an attribute of the control being checked 
is not configured as per the desired configuration for any of the applicable 
resources collected.

Resource Passed Resource is considered passed for a control if it’s attribute is configured as 
per the desired configuration in the control.

Resource Failed Resource is considered failed for a control if it’s attribute is not configured 
as per the desired configuration in the control.
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Get Started
Just set up a connector for your cloud environment and that’s it! We’ll start discovering 
resources that are present in your cloud account. You can create AWS, Azure and GCP 
connectors. We’ll walk you through the steps. 

AWS 
Configure AWS connectors for gathering resource information from your AWS account. 
The connectors are created on the Connectors application. You can merge your existing 
CloudView connectors or create a new one on the app.

Base Account
The AWS connectors uses Qualys accounts to query the AWS APIs. If you do not wish to 
use the Qualys accounts, you can use the base account feature to use your own AWS 
account for AWS API queries from CloudView. You need to configure your AWS account ID 
and user credential for each base account type. For more information, refer to Permissions 
for Fargate Profile.

Create a New Connector
New AWS connectors can only be created from the Connectors application. You can refer 
to the instructions mentioned in the Connectors Online help.

Merge Existing Connector

The changes to the CloudView connector configuration would not be allowed until you 
merge the CloudView connectors to Connectors application. You are requested to merge 
CloudView connectors to the Connectors application via the merge feature. After merging 
the connectors from CloudView, you can then update the connectors in the new 
Connectors application.

You can identify the connectors to be merged by looking for this       icon. Show me.

1) Click on the connector to merge.

https://docs.qualys.com/en/conn/latest/#t=aws%2Fconnector_aws.htm
https://qualysguard.p04.eng.sjc01.qualys.com/conn/help/aws/base_account.htm
https://qualysguard.p04.eng.sjc01.qualys.com/conn/help/aws/base_account.htm
https://qualysguard.p04.eng.sjc01.qualys.com/conn/help/aws/base_account.htm
https://docs.qualys.com/en/conn/latest/#t=aws%2Fconnector_aws.htm
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2) From the quick actions menu, click on Merge Connectors.

3) Select the connectors to merge. Show me.

4) Authorize the merge and click on Merge.

Once the merge is complete, the connectors are visible in the the AWS tab without the  
icon. The connector will continue to establish connection with AWS to start discovering 
resources from each region and evaluate them against policies.

Merge Base Account

If both CloudView and AssetView use different base accounts, you would be required to 
merge the base accounts to the one of your choice and then going further all the existing 
connectors of AssetView and CloudView, and the new connectors will take the merged 
base account in use.

Navigate to Amazon Web Services from Configuration tab

1) Click 'Configure Base Account'. Show me.

2) Select the existing base account with the merge icon. Show me.
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3) Select the base account you want to merge the account with 
(CloudView/AssetView). Show me.

4) Authorize the merge and click on "Merge Base Account".

Permissions for Fargate Profile 
To fetch information about Fargate profile resources, additional permissions are required. 
You need to assign additional permissions to the IAM role associated with the AWS 
connector to fetch information about the Fargate profile resources in your cloud 
environment.

You can create a new policy with the required permissions and attach the policy to the 
IAM role associated with the AWS connector.

Create the policy
1 - Log in to your Amazon Web Services (AWS) IAM console at 
https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/ with user that has administrator permissions.

2 - In the navigation pane, choose Policies.

3 - In the content pane, choose Create policy.

4 - Choose the JSON tab. Paste the following text into the JSON text box.

{
    "Version": "2012-10-17",
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Sid": "InventoryPermissions",
            "Effect": "Allow",
            "Action": [
                "eks:ListFargateProfiles",
                "eks:DescribeFargateProfile"
            ],
            "Resource": "*"

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/
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        }
    ]
}

5 - Click Next: Tags.

6 - Provide a name and description for the policy and then click Create policy. For example, 
let us create Sample_Fargate_Policy. 

The policy is created with required permissions. The next steps is to associate the policy 
with the IAM role associated with the connector.

Attach Policy To The IAM Role
Once you create the policy, attach it with the role associated with the connector.

1 - Log in to your Amazon Web Services (AWS) IAM console at 
https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/ with user that has administrator permissions.

2 - In the navigation pane, choose Roles.

3 - Select the IAM Role being used by the connector.

4 - Choose the Permissions tab and click Attach Policies.

5 - Find the policy you created (example: Sample_Fargate_Policy) and click Attach Policy.

Create Custom Policy
You need additional permissions to evaluate controls related to the following resources:

-Elastic File System (EFS)

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/
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- Step Functions

- Amazon Quantum Ledger Database (QLDB)

- Managed Streaming for Apache Kafka (MSK)

- API Gateway

- AWS Backup

- WAF

- Directory Service

- Lambda

- Elastic Block Storage (EBS)

- Elastic Map Reduce (EMR)

- Glue

- GuardDuty 

Note: This additional permissions are not required for Cloud Inventory users.

You can create a new policy with the required permissions and attach the policy to the 
IAM role associated with the AWS connector.

Create the Custom Policy
1 - Log in to your Amazon Web Services (AWS) IAM console at 
https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/ with user that has administrator permissions.

2 - In the navigation pane, choose Policies.

3 - In the content pane, choose Create policy.

4 - Choose the JSON tab. Paste the following text into the JSON text box.

{
  "Version": "2012-10-17",
  "Statement": [
    {
      "Sid": "QualysCustomPolicyPermissions",
      "Effect": "Allow",
      "Action": [
        "states:DescribeStateMachine",
        "elasticfilesystem:DescribeFileSystemPolicy",
        "qldb:ListLedgers",
        "qldb:DescribeLedger",
        "kafka:ListClusters",
        "codebuild:BatchGetProjects",
        "wafv2:GetWebACLForResource",
        "backup:ListBackupVaults",
        "backup:DescribeBackupVault",

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/
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        "ec2:GetEbsEncryptionByDefault",
        "ec2:GetEbsDefaultKmsKeyId",
        "guardduty:ListDetectors",
        "guardduty:GetDetector",
        "glue:GetDataCatalogEncryptionSettings",
        "elasticmapreduce:GetBlockPublicAccessConfiguration",
        "lambda:GetFunctionConcurrency"
      ],
      "Resource": "*"
    }
  ]
}
   

5 - Click Next: Tags.

6 - Provide a name and description for the policy and then click Create policy. For example, 
let us create Sample_Custom_Policy. 

The policy is created with required permissions. The next steps is to associate the policy 
with the IAM role associated with the connector.

Attach Policy To The IAM Role
Once you create the policy, attach it with the role associated with the connector.

1 - Log in to your Amazon Web Services (AWS) IAM console at 
https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/ with user that has administrator permissions.

2 - In the navigation pane, choose Roles.

3 - Select the IAM Role being used by the connector.

4 - Choose the Permissions tab and click Attach Policies.

5 - Find the policy you created (example: Sample_Custom_Policy) and click Attach Policy.

AWS Resource Inventory
Upon setting up the AWS connector, it starts discovering the resources that are present in 
your AWS account. The inventory and the metadata of the resources is pushed to Qualys 
portal. For list of the resources that are getting collected, refer Resources List. To fetch the 
updated resources, you need to select Run from the quick actions menu for the AWS 
connector.

What do you achieve?
- Get centralized visibility of services/resources across your multiple AWS accounts.

- Identify services/resources running your AWS account. For list of resources getting 
collected, refer Resources List.

- Identify the number of resources that are non-compliant.

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/
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- View resource details and their associations with other resources.

- Locate the resources by querying the resource attributed, account & region etc.

- Search tagged/untagged resources using AWS tags.

- Trend chart and time range will help you understand the how the resources are varied 
over the past 7, 30 days. You can also specify the custom range.
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Resources List
CloudView will discover and fetch following AWS resources and their corresponding 
attributes.

- Subnet

- Network ACL

- Internet Gateway 

- Load Balancer 

- Instance 

- Route Table 

- S3 Bucket 

- IAM User 

- VPC 

- Auto Scaling Group 

- Security Group 

- Lambda Function

- RDS 

- EBS Volume

- EKS Cluster

- EKS Node Group

- EKS Fargate Profile
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Microsoft Azure 
Configure Azure connectors for gathering resource information from your Azure account. 
The connectors are created on the Connectors application. You can merge your existing 
CloudView connectors or create a new one on the app.

Let us see what permissions are needed to create Azure connector.

Pre-requisites
Before you create an Azure connector, ensure that you have the following permissions: 

- Assign Azure Active Directory permissions to register an application with your Azure 
Active Directory.

- Check Azure Subscription permissions to assign the application to a role in your Azure 
subscription. 

Create a new Azure Connector
New Azure connectors can only be created from the Connectors application. You can refer 
to the instructions mentioned in the Connectors Online Help.

Merge Existing Connector
The changes to the CloudView connector configuration would not be allowed until you 
merge the CloudView connectors to Connectors application. You are requested to merge 
CloudView connectors to the Connectors application via the merge feature. After merging 
the connectors from CloudView, you can then update the connectors in the new 
Connectors application.

You can identify the connectors to be merged by looking for this       icon. 

1) Click on the connector to merge.

2) From the quick actions menu, click on Merge Connectors.

3) Select the connectors to merge. 

https://docs.qualys.com/en/conn/latest/#t=azure%2Fazure_connectors.htm
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4) Authorize the merge and click on Merge.

Once the merge is complete, the connectors are visible in the the Azure tab without the  
icon. The connector will continue to establish connection with AWS to start discovering 
resources from each region and evaluate them against policies.

Create Custom Role
Perform the Azure CLI Shell commands. Create a JSON file with following content: Edit the 
content and add Subscription ID.

{
"Name": "QRole",
"IsCustom": true,
"Description": "Role for Qualys Connector",
"Actions":  
[
   "Microsoft.Web/sites/config/list/action"
],
 "NotActions": [  ],
 "AssignableScopes":
[
   "/subscriptions/XXXXXXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXXXXXXXXXX"
]
}

Run command:
az role definition create --role-definition <Role-Definition-
Json_file>
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Note: These additional permissions are required for control evaluation for CID 
50047/50084, covered as a part of custom role.

References
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/custom-roles-cli

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/tutorial-custom-role-
powershell

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/role-assignments-
portal

Azure Resource Inventory
Upon setting up the Azure connector, it starts discovering the resources that are present in 
your Azure account. The inventory and the metadata of the resources is pushed to Qualys 
portal. For list of the resources that are getting collected, refer Resources List. To fetch the 
updated resources, you need to select Run from the quick actions menu for the Azure 
connector.

Resources List
CloudView will discover and fetch following Azure resources and their corresponding 
attributes.

- SQL Server 

- Function App 

- SQL Server Database 

- Resource Group 

- Virtual Network

- Virtual Machine (virtual machines created using Resource Manager only) 

- Network Security Group 

- Web App (App Service)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/custom-roles-cli
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/tutorial-custom-role-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/role-assignments-portal
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Google Cloud Platform
Configure GCP connectors for gathering resource information from your GCP account. The 
connectors are created on the Connectors application. You can merge your existing 
CloudView connectors or create a new one on the app.

Create a New Connector
New GCP connectors can only be created from the Connectors application. You can refer 
to the instructions mentioned in Connectors Online Help.

Merge Existing Connector
The changes to the CloudView connector configuration would not be allowed until you 
merge the CloudView connectors to Connectors application. You are requested to merge 
CloudView connectors to the Connectors application via the merge feature. After merging 
the connectors from CloudView, you can then update the connectors in the new 
Connectors application.

You can identify the connectors to be merged by looking for this         icon. 

1) Click on the connector to merge.

2) From the quick actions menu, click on Merge Connectors.

3) Select the connectors to merge. Show me.

https://docs.qualys.com/en/conn/latest/#t=gcp%2Fconfigure_gcp_connectors.htm
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4) Authorize the merge and click on Merge.

Once the merge is complete, the connectors are visible in the the GCP tab without the  
icon. The connector will continue to establish connection with AWS to start discovering 
resources from each region and evaluate them against policies.

Assign Service Account to other projects 
You can use an existing service account for setting up connectors for additional projects. 
Simply, assign the service account as a member in IAM at the organization level or at the 
project level.

Let us view the steps for the same.

Assign Service Account in IAM at project level
(1) Login to Google Cloud Platform (GCP) console.

(2) From the left navigation bar, select IAM & admin. 

(3) Select the project from the drop-down menu in the top-left corner.

(4) In the IAM menu bar, click +ADD.

(5) In the New Members box, type the name of the service account and click the suggested 
value.

(6) In the Select a role drop-down box, select the appropriate role. Choose Viewer role and 
Security Reviewer role to assign at least reader permissions to the service account.

(7) Click Save.

(8) To add additional projects, repeat steps 3 through 7.

Assign Service Account in IAM at organization level
(1) Login to Google Cloud Platform (GCP) console.
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(2) In the left navigation bar, select IAM & admin. 

(3) Select your organization from the drop-down menu in the top-left corner.

(4) In the IAM menu bar, click +ADD.

(5) In the New Members box, type the name of the service account and click the suggested 
value.

(6) In the Select a role drop-down box, select the appropriate role. Choose Viewer role and 
Security Reviewer role to assign at least reader permissions to the service account.

(7) Click Save.

GCP Resource Inventory
Upon setting up the Google Cloud Platform (GCP) connector, it starts discovering the 
resources that are present in your GCP account. The inventory and the metadata of the 
resources is pushed to Qualys portal. For list of the resources that are getting collected, 
refer Resources List. To fetch the updated resources, you need to select Run from the quick 
actions menu for the GCP connector.

Resources List
CloudView will discover and fetch following GCP resources and their corresponding 
attributes.

- VM Instances 

- Networks 

- Firewall Rules 

- Subnetworks

- Cloud Functions
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Managing Connector Access for Users
You can create users and then assign a role to it to grant access as per the role you define. 
We support multiple user roles.

- User with Manager role: The most privileged users are users with Manager role as they 
have full privileges and access to all resources in the subscription. Only users with 
Manager role can create users and assign roles.

- Sub Users: There are two types of sub users that a user with Manager role can create. 
Depending on the permissions you assign to the role, you could categorize the sub users 
into all privileges or read only privileges.

All privilege: Sub User will have all the privileges in CloudView except creating and 
managing other users. For more information, refer to Sub User (All Privileges). 

Reader privileges: Sub User with Reader role can only view the data displayed in 
CloudView module.

User Permissions
The following table provides a comparison of privileges granted to user roles.

Operations User 
(Manager 
role)

Sub User Sub User 
(Reader role)

Create New Users Yes No No

Grant Access to Sub- Users Yes No No

Update Access of Existing 
Users

Yes No No

Manage Connectors Yes No No

Manage Policies and 
Controls

Yes Yes No

Customize Controls Yes Yes No

Reports Yes Yes View only

Dashboards Yes Yes Yes
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New Users: Scope and Permissions
Only users with manager role have permissions to create new users and grant them 
permissions. Let us view the high level steps.

Create User

Assign Role to Users

Configure Tag-based Access

Create User
Users with manager role can add users, up to the number allowed for the subscription 
service level.

Quick Steps

(1) Create a Reader User: Navigate to Administration module > User Management > Create 
User > Create Reader User. 

(2) Provide the necessary information for the user creation such as General Information, 
Locale, User Role, Asset Tags(optional), Permissions, Options, and Security.

Ensure that you select at least Reader role for User Role. For all other options you can 
retain the default settings.

(3) Click Save.

How do I grant a user permissions?
You can define a role and then assign the defined role to the user. The role you define 
decides the permissions assigned to the user. You do this by editing the user's account. For 
example, to create a user with full access, you need to enable all the permissions in a role 
and assign the role to user. You can assign the role to assign full access to multiple users 
at one go. Learn more
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What happens after adding a new user?
When you create a new user, the user appears on the user accounts list with a status of 
'Pending Activation'. The user will automatically receive a registration email with a secure 
one-time-only link to the credentials for their new account and login instructions. The 
registration email is sent to the email address defined in the user's account. The user's 
status changes to 'Active' after logging in for the first time. 

Assign Role to Users
Use the Administration utility (last option in the app picker) to view and manage users 
and grant access to CloudView application. On the User Management tab you'll see the 
apps each user has access to. Access is role based.

Refer to the online help available in the Administration utility for detailed information.

Tell me the steps
In the Administration utility, go to Users > Role Management. This is where you create 
new roles and make changes to the permissions for existing roles. You can also quickly 
assign roles to users from here.

Don't see this tab? You need to have 1) full permissions and scope, or 2) a role with the 
'Access Role Management Section' permission enabled in the Administration utility.

Tell me about various roles?
You can configure two sub user roles:

-Sub User with all privileges: We provide a predefined role named 'CLOUDVIEW user'. 
Assign the role to the required user and the user is granted full access in CloudView. Learn 
more

-Sub user with Reader privileges: The user with Reader role can only view the data 
displayed in CloudView module. Click New Role. Give the role a name and description, and 
then select the modules and permissions to privileges be granted to a user when the role 
is assigned. Learn more

How do I assign roles to users?
Select the role you want to assign and choose 'Add To Users' from the Quick Actions menu. 
Then tell us which users should be assigned the role and click Save. You can remove roles 
from users in a similar way - just select the action Remove From Users.

How do I edit a role?
Select any role in the list and choose Edit from the Quick Actions menu.

You can change the role name and description and edit the assigned permissions. Any 
changes you make to a role will apply to all users assigned that role.

Warning - Be careful when removing the UI access permission from a role. A user 
will not be able to log into the UI if they don't have at least one role with the UI 
access permission assigned.
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Tell me about permissions
When you're editing the permissions for a role, you'll notice that you can define 
application access, modules to be accessible, and permissions within the module for the 
users with the current role. 

Ensure that you have assigned CloudView module to be accessible for the users. Simply 
click the title of a group to expand its permissions. Then select the permissions you want 
to assign to the role.

- All privileges: Sub User will have all the privileges in CloudView except creating and 
managing other users. For more information, refer to Sub User (All Privileges).

- Reader privileges: Sub User with Reader role can only view the data displayed in 
CloudView module. For more information, refer to Sub User (Reader Privileges).

Can I delete a role?
Yes. Select the role and choose Delete from the Quick Actions menu. The role you delete 
will no longer be assigned to users. It is removed automatically from all users' accounts 
(that had it previously assigned) and those users will no longer have the permissions 
granted by the role.Warning - Be careful when removing the UI access permission from a 
role. A user will not be able to log into the UI if they don't have at least one role with the UI 
access permission assigned.

Configure Tag-based Access
You can control access for connectors with the usage of tags. The tags help you to organize 
your connectors and to manage user access to them. 

What Happened to Groups?
With the introduction of the Connector app, all the CloudView groups that were assigned 
to CloudView connectors are migrated to Qualys tags with the prefix 'CLV-'. Connector 
groups that weren't assigned to any connectors are not migrated.

For example, if you group 'xk21-connector01' will now be available as tag 'CLV-xk21-
connector01'  

Users with groups assigned to them will now have the respective tags instead. Users 
without any groups or connector(s) assigned to them will instead have to be assigned 'CLV-
ALL' so they can retain their access to connectors. 

Note: If you edit permissions for a pre-defined role or delete a pre-defined role, 
the user associated with the roles you edit can experience difference in access 
behavior.
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Tags
You can apply tags to connectors and group or segregate connectors using a specific tags 
for a connector as well. Use tags to provide access or restrict access to connectors you 
create.

Assign Tags to Connector
You can only assign tags from the CloudView application if the connector hasn't been 
merged with the Connector application. 

Note: For the connectors that are merged with the connector application, you can assign 
tags in the connector application. For more information on assigning tags to merged 
connectors, refer to the Connector online help.

To assign tags to a connector that is not merged, follow the steps below.

1) Select the connector and choose the 'Assign Tag' option from the quick action menu.
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2) Select an existing tag and click on Add Tag.
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Alternatively, you can create a new tag. For detailed steps on how to create a new tag, 
refer to Configure Tags.

The selected tags are assigned to the connector.

Restrict User Access to all Connectors

By default, if no tags are assigned to a user, the user can access all connectors. To restrict 
access to all connectors, you need to create a tag and not assign it to any connector but 
only to the user.

Edit Scope for Sub-Users
Customers can assign tags to sub-users to determine which connectors are accessible to a 
particular sub-user. Sub-users can only access CloudvView resources which are assigned 
to them through tags. The connectors attached to the selected tags will then be available 
to the sub-user. 

1 To assign tags to a sub-user, navigate to the Admin module.

2 Select a sub-user and choose edit. 

3 Select the Roles and Scopes tab. 

4 Click ‘Select’ under the Edit Scope section to choose the tags to associate with the 
sub-user.
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Sub User (All Privileges)
We provide a predefined role (CLOUDVIEW User) that fulfills the full-access permissions. 
You need to simply assign the predefined role (CLOUDVIEW User) to the user to grant 
them full access in CloudView.

The user with full access role can perform all the actions available to the user such as 
create connectors, manage policies, manage controls, and so on.

Permissions: Only users with manager role can access Administration module and create 
sub-users.

What can the Sub User with Full Access do?
The user with full access role can

- Manage Connectors

- Manage controls and policies

- Create and edit dashboards

- Create and edit groups (connector tags)

- Create sub users and assign tags

- Access to CloudView reports (inherits Global Reporting permissions)

Quick Steps
(1) Create a Reader User: Navigate to Administration module > User Management > Create 
User > Create Reader User. 
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(2) In Administration utility, go to Role Management tab, and select CLOUDVIEW user and 
select Add to Users from the quick action menu.

Alternatively, you could also create a new role and assign two permissions: CLOUDVIEW 
UI Access and CLOUDVIEW API Access permissions to the role and assign the role to the 
required user. 
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(3) Select Assign Global Reporting Permissions from the Reporting permissions to provide 
access to CloudView Reports. For more information, refer to Reporting Permission.

(4) Select the required user from Users drop-down and click Save. You need to choose user 
whom you want to assign full access of CloudView.

The new user is ready to use CloudView with full access capabilities!

Note: If all the four permissions are enabled, the read only permission overrides 
and sub user has only read privileges. For all privileges to be enabled, ensure that 
you enable only two permissions.
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Sub User (Reader Privileges)
You can create a new user role “Reader” (read-only-access permissions) and assign it to 
sub-users. The user with Reader role can only view the data displayed in CloudView 
module.

Permissions: Only users with access to Administration module can create sub-users with 
reader role.

What can the Reader User do?
The user with reader role can

- View connectors

- Monitor controls, policies and resources

- Create and edit dashboards

- Access to CloudView reports (inherits permissions assigned by the Manager user)

The user with reader role cannot create connector or evaluate controls, policies.

Quick Steps
(1) Create a Reader User: Navigate to Administration module > User Management > Create 
User > Create Reader User. 
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(2) Create a role in Administration utility and ensure that the role has UI access 
permission and CLOUDVIEW Readonly Access, CLOUDVIEW API Readonly Access enabled.

(3) Select Assign Global Reporting Permissions from the Reporting permissions to provide 
the Reader access to CloudView Reports. For more information, refer to Reporting 
Permission.

(4) Assign the role to the newly created user.

The new reader user is ready to use CloudView with monitoring capabilities!

Reporting Permission

We have added a new permission "Assign Global Reporting Permissions" under "Reporting 
Permissions" group of CloudView to provide users the permissions to create, read, edit, 
and delete reports in CloudView. By default, the Manager users have the global reporting 
permissions and CloudView reporting permissions. 

All existing sub-users with the write permissions to CloudView will have the new 
reporting permissions enabled. All existing sub-users with read-only permissions will 
have the reporting permissions and that can be granted per need

We also provide a role 'CloudView - only Reports' which has the ‘Assign Global Reporting 
Permissions’ enabled. You can assign this role to any sub-user to provide access to 
CloudView reports.

The manager user can choose to enable or disable the reporting access to CloudView 
reports for sub-users to be able to perform reporting actions from the Administration 
utility. A sub-user can perform reporting actions when a user with the Manager role 
assigns the permission to the sub-user from the Administration utility.
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Securing Cloud Resources
Upon setting up your connector, it starts discovering the resources that are present in your 
cloud account. The resources inventory and the metadata of the resources is pushed to 
Qualys portal. You can navigate to the Resources tab to view the resources getting 
collected along with their details. 

Unified Dashboard
Dashboards help you visualize your cloud resources, evaluation of your cloud resources, 
see your threat exposure, leverage saved searches, and fix resource misconfigurations 
quickly.

We have integrated Unified Dashboard (UD) with CloudView. UD brings information from 
all Qualys applications into a single place for visualization. UD provides a powerful new 
dashboarding framework along with platform service that will be consumed and used by 
all other products to enhance the existing dashboard capabilities.

You can use the default CloudView dashboard provided by Qualys or easily configure 
widgets to pull information from other modules/applications and add them to your 
dashboard. You can also add as many dashboards as you like to customize your 
CloudView view.

Refer to the Unified Dashboard online help for more details.

Resources Details
The Resources tab displays the information about various resources collected. It helps you 
to identify the number of resources for each type and the number of resources that have 
one or more control failures. You can click on a row to view the number of resources of a 
specific type. You can click on an individual resource to view the details. For each resource 
you will view the following information.

https://qualysguard.qg2.apps.qualys.com/portal-help/en/ud/get_started/ud_get_started.htm
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Resources Summary
The List View provides a summary of your resources, including the total resources and the 
number of failed resources for each resource type.

Let us consider an example of Instance (EC2 Instance) and Security Group resource type to 
view the resource details and information.
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Instance Details
Click Instance type to drill-down into your AWS EC2 instances. You could also use the 
filters in the left pane to narrow down resources per region or account.

Then click on any EC2 Instance ID to see the number of detected vulnerabilities, resource 
associations, location and network information. You can also perform actions on 
instances such as stop instance or remove IAM profile. These actions are supported only if 
you have enabled remediation for the connector associated with the instances. For more 
information, refer to Actions for Cloud Resources (AWS).

Vulnerability Details for Instances
We show vulnerability details for instance type of resources in CloudView. The details 
include resource inventory, security details, compliance details, and sensor details.

Few points to note for the resource details to be visible:

- The details are displayed for only Instance type of resources.

AWS: Instance, Azure: Virtual Machine, GCP: VM Instances

- The resource (asset) must also be detected during Qualys scan or must have Qualys 
Cloud Agent installed on it. The resource (asset) must be available in Qualys Cloud 
Platform (AssetView).

- If the resource has Qualys Cloud Agent installed, the Agent Summary section displays 
corresponding details.
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Go to Resources and then select the Cloud Provider (AWS, Azure, or Google Cloud 
Platform). Now, select the resource of instance type and click the resource. The Resource 
Details page displays the enhanced details. 

Note: If the resource does not exist in Qualys Cloud Platform, the View Mode is displayed 
for the resource. 
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Click on the Vulnerabilities count to get information about detected vulnerabilities.

The vulnerability related data is populated only if you are using a scanner 
appliance or Cloud Agent.
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Drill down to Vulnerability Details for Instances (only for AWS)
We provide you with multiple meta data filters to narrow down your search for 
vulnerability details. Using the new filters, you can get a complete view of vulnerability 
posture from an asset and vulnerability point of view. 

Under Resources tab, select the Instance type of resource (AWS). Choose Instance resource 
type from the Resource drop-down.

The Resource Type drop-down is available to quickly view resource inventory of different 
types of resources. You can use the various metadata filters, group by options and custom 
query capabilities to find what you are interested in.

.

1 - Indicates the type of resource

2 - Click to view instances in your inventory

3 - Click to view vulnerabilities that affect the instances in your cloud environment

4 - Various group-by filters to narrow down your search

5 - Filters for Type of vulnerabilities

Using the various filters, you can drill down to view vulnerabilities that exists on 
instances. The search tokens give you further flexibility to narrow down your search 
results.

Note: The vulnerability data is available only for Instance type of resource (AWS 
cloud provider) and only after the Instances have been scanned.
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View Security Group Information
You could view more details about a security group resource. Go to Resources > Security 
Group, and then click the security group ID to view additional details about it.

View Security Group Associations
You can view various details about the associations such as the ID, region, state and so on.
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View Controls Evaluated
You can view the controls that are evaluated for the resource and if the controls have 
passed or failed.
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Resources Misconfigurations
CloudView compares controls from the out-of-the-box policies that define the desired 
configuration of a resource against the current configuration of the resource. If it finds a 
difference, then it marks the resource as failed for that particular control. Each control is 
evaluated against the applicable resources. If all the applicable resources are configured 
as per the desired configuration of the control, then the control is marked as Pass. If at 
least one of the applicable controls doesn’t comply with the control, then it is marked as 
failed. The Monitor tab will display all such misconfigurations.

Controls Evaluation View

Let us see what each number signifies

1 - Total number of controls that are evaluated. 

2 - Total number of evaluations. A unique combination of resource and control is

treated as one evaluation.

3 - Number of evaluations that Passed. The Pass count includes control evaluations

that are passed as well as passed with exception.

4 - Number of evaluations that Failed 

5 - Number of failed evaluations with high criticality

6 - Number of failed evaluations with medium criticality

7 - Number of failed evaluations with low criticality

8 - Number of failed evaluations that can be remediated. Click to view the controls with 
failed evaluations that are remediable. For more information on remediating cloud 
misconfigurations, see Remediating Cloud Resources.

Note: When you change criticality of a control, the revised control criticality for existing 
evaluations is effective upon next connector run.

Each control is evaluated against the applicable resources which is represented by Total 
Resources. Number represented by green represents the number of pass resources that 
have the desired configuration as per the control. Number represented by red represents 
the number of failed resources.

Click any control to get details of all the resources evaluated against the control. 
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Control Evaluation Details
Control details screen shows the number of resources evaluated against the control. For 
each resource it shows Unique Resource ID, Account ID, Region, etc. You can use the 
search filter to view pass/failed resources.

Resource Evidence
To get more details on why a resource failed, click the Evidence link to see actual values 
for the resource attributes. 

The Evaluation Summary tells you the following facts as well:

-First Evaluated: The date when the control was evaluated for the first time.

-Last Evaluated: The latest date when the control was evaluated.
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-Last Reopened: The latest date when the control evaluation result is changed from pass 
to fail.

-Last Fixed: The latest date when the control evaluation control result is changed from fail 
to pass.

View Remediation Steps
Click the Remediation Steps tab to learn the steps needed to fix the failure.
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View Control Evaluation Results per Account
Quickly view how many controls are passed/failed by clicking the account filter.
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Search Using Resource Parameter Information
You can search for all resources that match with the parameter information of a 
resource.For example, if you have a resource with certain specific parameter such as an 
AWS instance with specific VPC. You could search for all resources that belong to the same 
VPC ID and resource type.

Go to Resources, select Instance resource type and click on the EC2 Instance ID to view the 
details of the resource. All the searchable parameter information for that resource type is 
displayed with links on the right side. 

Click the link to automatically form the search query based on the VPC ID and view the 
search results.
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Search Policy Controls
Find all about your policies and control evaluations and get up to date information quickly 
using Qualys Advanced Search. 

Go to Monitor tab. You'll notice a Search field above the controls list (you can also search 
on other tabs). This is where you'll enter your search query.

Start typing and we'll show you the properties you can search such as account ID, control 
criticality, control result, etc. Select the one you're interested in.
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Now enter the value you want to match, and press Enter. You can also choose a date 
range. That's it! Your matches will appear in the list. 

You'll notice a Search field and this is where you'll enter your search query. 
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Start typing and we'll show you the properties you can search such as cid, control.name, 
and so on. Select the one you're interested in.

You could perform various actions on the controls such as re-evaluate the control, create 
exception for a failed resource, and so on. Select the control and click Actions or the quick 
actions menu. See Exceptions to know more about exception.
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To know what led the control to pass or fail, click Evidence. The Evidence details will tell 
you the reason that led the control to pass or fail. 

IaC Posture
The IaC posture sub-tab under Monitor tab provides your compliance posture of resources 
residing in your Infrastructure as Code (IaC) templates.

Note: The IaC evaluations are displayed for scans initiated from Git integrations. For more 
information on Git integrations, refer to the Secure IaC section in CloudView User Guide.

Click any control to get details of all the resources evaluated against the control.

Search Policy Controls
Find all about your policies and control evaluations and quickly get up-to-date 
information using Qualys Advanced Search.

Go to Monitor > IaC Posture tab. You'll notice a Search bar above the controls list (you can 
also search on other tabs). This is where you can enter your search query.
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Start typing and we'll show you the properties you can search such as account ID, control 
criticality, control result, etc. Select the one you're interested in.

Now enter the value you want to match, and press Enter. You can also choose a date 
range. That's it! Your matches will appear in the list.
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You'll notice a Search field and this is where you'll enter your search query. Start typing 
and we'll show you the properties you can search such as cid, control.name, and so on. 
Select the one you're interested in.

You could also view other failed control for the same resource. Select the control and click 
Actions or the quick actions menu. 

The Result column indicates the evaluation result of the resource against the control.

Depending on the evaluation result, the Result column displays one of the following 
values:

- Fail: Indicates the resource failed the control evaluation.
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- Pass: Indicates the resource has passed the control evaluation.

- Skip: Indicates the resource skipped the control evaluation. To know more about how to 
skip control evaluation for resources, see Exceptions.

To know what led the control to pass or fail, click Evidence. The Evidence details will tell 
you the reason that led the control to pass or fail or skip.

Exceptions
You may want to create exceptions to exempt certain cloud resources from a particular 
control or temporarily change the status of a resource for a particular control from Failed 
to PassE (Pass with Exception). 

For example, it may be the policy in an organization that a particular cloud resource  is 
not allowed on any server or port. However, there could be a business need for the 
organization to provide an exception for one or more resources on a temporary basis. This 
may be required to support a custom application or other business need. You could use 
exceptions in such scenarios.

Create Exception
Here are quick steps to create an exception.
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1. Go to Monitor tab. You'll notice a Search field above the controls list. Enter your search 
query for failed evaluations and click the required control in the search results to view the 
control evaluations. 

2. Select the failed resource for which you want to create an exception and click Create 
Exception from the quick actions menu. 

Note: The Create Exception option is available in the quick action menu only for resources 
with failed control evaluations (FAIL).

3. The Exception wizard is displayed. Provide the following details for the exception: 
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- Basis details such as name for the exception, reason to create the exception, an 
explanation, start and end date for the exception. Optionally, you could also provide the 
information regarding the security policy and procedure for which the exception is being 
created.

- Scope Information: Decides the scope of the exception you are creating. By default, 
Resource option is selected. You could expand the scope of the exception to all resources 
in a specific account.
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• Resource: Choose to create exception at resource level and the exception is 
applicable only for the selected resource. 

You can associate maximum 200 resources with an exception during creation. For 
example, if you configure number of rows shown to be 200, and then select all 
resources on the page and click Create Exception from Actions menu.

As a result, all the selected 200 resources get associated with the exception you 
create. As we have a limitation of displaying 200 rows on a page, we cannot 
associate more than 200 resources with a single exception.
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• Connector: Choose to create exception for all resources in the account associated 
with the connector. By default, the connector associated with the resource is 
selected. You could click Add More Connectors to add multiple connectors for the 
exception. 

Note: The exception created at connector level is implemented on the resource evaluation 
result in the next connector run.

- Controls: The control for which the evaluation failed is auto-populated. Click Add More 
Controls to include more controls of the same resource type. 

4. Review the information you provide for the exception and click Create Exception. 

That’s it! The exception is created. The exceptions you create are listed in Exceptions tab. 
Go to Policy > Exceptions to view the list of all exceptions.
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Once the exception is in ACTIVE status, the resource result immediately changes from Fail 
to PassE (Pass with Exception). The Exception Details section in Evidence displays all the 
exception details. The exception details are updated only when the exception status 
changes or on every connector run. 
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View Exceptions
Go to Policy > Exceptions to see exceptions. Select View from the quick actions menu for 
any exception to view complete details about the exception. You can also view a history 
log for the exception. 

Edit Exceptions? 
You can edit exceptions when they are in active status. You can change the start date, end 
date, explanation, controls associated with the exception, information security policy, and 
information security procedure. Go to Policy > Exceptions to see exceptions. Select View 
from the quick actions menu. Click Edit in the Exception Summary tab to edit the required 
exception details. 
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Note: You cannot edit exceptions that are expired. 

Delete exceptions?
Yes. Users with required permissions can delete any exception. Users with reader 
permissions can only view exceptions. 

Important - When exceptions are deleted, the exception history is permanently removed 
and cannot be recovered.

Exception History
All actions are logged in the exception history with the name of the user who performed 
the action and a time stamp for when the action took place. Select View from the quick 
actions menu for any exception and then go to the History section. The original exception 
request and each action taken on the exception since the request are listed.

Exception Status
Exception status levels include:

Inactive: An exception is in inactive status if the current date is lesser than the start date 
of the Exception. Once the current date and start date match, the exception automatically 
changes to active status.

Active: An exception is in active status when the current date falls between the start date 
and end date of the Exception. 

Expired: An exception is in expired status if the current date exceeds the end date of the 
Exception. When an exception is expired, a status of Fail appears again for the resource in 
control evaluation.

Use Existing Exception to Create New Exception 
Go to Policy > Exceptions to see exceptions. Select an existing exception from the list and 
click Copy from the quick actions menu. The exception creation wizard is displayed with 
settings pre-configured from the existing exception. Thus, you can alter the required 
settings and create a new exception using the pre-populated configuration.
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Policies and Controls
CloudView continuously discovers resources and ensures resources are compliant in 
relation to respective Benchmark & Best Practices policy provided out-of-the-box. 

Customize Controls
Controls are the building blocks of the policies used to measure and report compliance for 
a set of hosts. We provide many controls for you to choose from and you can customize 
them too. Controls play the key part in the compliance posture of resource.
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System Controls
System-defined Control is a predefined control provided by Qualys. Few system-defined 
controls are customizable while others are not. The control indicator icon tells us if the 
control is customizable or not.

 - for System Defined Controls. Such controls cannot be customized. You cannot alter 
the parameter values for such system-defined controls.

 - used to indicate that the control can be customized to suit your need. You can 
change the parameters values for such controls and customize them as per your 
organization’s requirements.

User-Defined Controls
 used to indicate that the control can be customized. You can copy any system-defined 

control to make your own user-defined controls that you can customize to meet your 
needs.

Copy Control and Customize
Go to Policy > Controls and select the control to be customized, select Create Copy from 
the quick action menu. The  icon is used to indicate that the control can be 
customized. Currently, 12 AWS and 3 Azure controls are customizable. 

You can then modify the parameters of the control as per your requirement and save the 
customized control. The customized control is available to associate with policy and 
evaluate the resources.

For example, let us modify the minimum password length to 10 for AWS CID 11.

Note: This is available only when Manage Custom Control permissions is enabled 
in CloudView permissions.
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(1) Select the control and click Create Copy from quick action menu.

(2) Change the name of control and criticality if needed. Click Next

(3) Set the expected value in Evaluation Parameter to 10. Change other aspects such as 
Evaluation Description, Evaluation Message as per your need. Click Next.

(4) Update the Additional Details if needed. Click Create.

That's it! Your new custom control is ready to use.

Can I edit controls?
Yes. Choose the user-defined control to be edited and choose Edit from the quick action 
menu. You can edit only user-defined controls. You cannot edit system-defined control. 
For more information, see Manage Custom Control Permissions. 

Can I delete controls?
Yes. Choose the user-defined control to be deleted and choose Edit from the quick action 
menu. You can delete only user-defined controls. You cannot delete system-defined 
control. For more information, see Manage Custom Control Permissions. 

Create a Customized Control 
You can create your own custom control and associate it to the custom policy to be 
evaluated for the custom policy.

(1) Navigate to Policy > Control > Amazon Web Services. 

Note: Currently, you can create customized controls for Amazon Web Services 
(AWS).
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(2) Click Create Control > Run Time.

(3)Provide the basic details for the control such as Name, Description, select the Criticality 
and cloud Provider, and click Next.

(4) Click  icon to include QFlow that is created in Qualys Flow app.

If you do not have Read Permissions to Qualys Flow module, the  icon is not available. 
For details on permissions, refer to Manage Custom Control Permissions. 

For more information on the Qualys Flow application, refer to Qualys Flow Getting Started 
Guide.

https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-qflow-getting-started-guide.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-qflow-getting-started-guide.pdf
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(5) Select the QFlow from the list and click Add to control.

For the QFlow to be displayed in the list, in the Qualys Flow application, the CloudView 
node should be added while creating the QFlow and the QFlow should be deployed 
(enabled).

(6) The QFlow is added in the control, click Next.

(7) Fill in the additional details for your reference, like the objective of adding this control 
in Rationale, remediation steps if you want to suggest in Remediation, References and 
click Next.

(8) Review the details of your control and click Create Control. 

Associate the control to a user-defined policy to be evaluated for the custom policy. For 
details on creating a custom policy, refer to Build Your Own Policy 

Controls Category: Execution Type
The column "Execution Type" on the Controls tab tells you the type of control. The 
categorization is done depending on the execution type of the control.

- Run Time Controls are controls for evaluations on deployed cloud resources.

- Build Time Controls are controls for cloud resources that reside within the IaC templates.

- Run & Build Time Controls are controls for evaluations on cloud resources in your 
environment and those which reside within the IaC templates.
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Control Criticality
You can modify the criticality of any control to suit your need. If the control criticality 
needs to be changed to match your environment, you can select the control, select Change 
Criticality from quick action menu. 

Select the criticality you want to assign to the control and click Change Criticality.

Let us consider a scenario where a control with HIGH criticality evaluated three resources. 
Now, if you change the criticality of the control to LOW, the change in evaluation results 
reflects only after connector run. During the connector run, assume that only two 
resources get detected. The control evaluation results for resources that get detected post 
connector run will reflect LOW criticality. However, control evaluation result for the 
resource that did not get detected post connector run will be counted as HIGH criticality.

Note: When you change criticality, the revised control criticality for existing 
evaluations is effective on Monitor View upon next connector run.
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Manage Custom Control Permissions 
We have provided specific permissions for the user-defined controls. 

By default, permission to create/edit user-defined controls is accessible to all the Manager 
users. You can assign access to sub-users based on their Roles. For a sub user to be able to 
create or edit user-defined controls, a user with Manager role needs to assign permission 
to the sub users from the Administration utility.

Permissions for user-defined controls
For creating copy of existing controls, editing, or deleting user-defined controls, you must 
enable the Manage Custom Control permission for the CloudView application.

With this permission, the user can perform the following actions:

- Create copy of run-time control for all Cloud providers. 

- Delete user-defined controls for all Cloud providers. The controls can be QFlow-based 
controls or controls created as a copy of other run-time controls. 

Permissions for QFlow-based controls
For creating and editing QFlow-based controls, you must enable the Read Permissions for 
the Qualys Flow module in addition to the Manage Custom Controls permissions in the 
CloudView application.

With these permissions, the user can perform the following actions:

- Create QFlow-based controls for AWS cloud provider.

- Refresh QFlow while editing the control created for AWS cloud provider.

Build Your Own Policy
A policy is a collection of controls used to measure and report compliance for a set of 
resources. Your compliance reports will show you resource compliance status (pass or fail) 
with the policy controls. You could use the policies we provide of build your own policy. 

System Defined Policy
CloudView continuously discovers resources and ensures resources are compliant in 
relation to respective Benchmark & Best Practices policy provided out-of-the-box. To view 
the complete list of policies and associated controls that Qualys provides, refer to 
Appendix: List of Policies and Controls.

Set Up Your Own Policy (Custom Policy)
You can create your own custom policy and associate the required the controls to be 
evaluated for the custom policy.
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(1) Navigate to Policy > Policy > New. 

(2) Provide the basic details for the custom policy such as name, description, select the 
cloud provider, and select the type of execution controls to be included in the policy.

You could choose the controls depending on their execution type:

- Run Time: controls for evaluations on deployed cloud resources.

- Build Time: controls for evaluations on cloud resources within the IaC templates.

Click Next. 

(3) Associating Controls:

- System Defined

-User defined
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Select the controls to be associated with the policy and click Add. Click Next.

You can associate system-defined controls or create your own custom control using 
existing control to suit your need. For more information, refer to Customize Controls.

(4) Select the connector groups or connectors that should be analyzed for policy 
compliance. Click Next. 

That’s it. Your custom policy is ready to use.
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Policy Search
Find all about your policies and get up to date information quickly using Qualys Advanced 
Search. Start typing in the Search field and we'll show you the properties you can search 
such as policy.name, provider, etc. Select the one you're interested in.

Search for policies based on the properties.

Now enter the value you want to match, and press Enter. That's it! Your matches will 
appear in the list. For detailed steps on how to form search queries, click here.

Associating Controls
You could build your policy by associating relevant controls to it. 
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Reports
You can generate reports to view the compliance posture of your cloud resources. Run 
reports to learn whether your resources are compliant with mandates and compliance 
policies. 

The reports you could generate are:

Assessment Reports
You can generate a report to view the compliance evaluation of your resources for 
multiple policies in your cloud environment. You can use our Qualys Query Language 
(QQL) query driven report wizard to generate on-demand assessment report. When the 
report is successfully created, you can also download it in CSV or PDF format using our 
quick actions menu. For detailed information and steps on Assessment report, see 
Assessment Reports.

On-Screen Reports
Create a custom template for the reports by telling us the settings. The report templates 
are saved and available to you. Every time you want to view the report, just select Run 
Report from the quick actions menu. You can edit the report template to reconfigure or 
change the report settings. Depending on the criteria you define in the report template, 
you could generate two types of reports: Mandate Based Reporting and Policy Based 
Report.

Assessment Reports
Use assessment reports to view the compliance of your resources for the defined policies 
in CloudView. You can use Qualys Query Language (QQL) to generate the on-demand 
assessment reports.

Create an assessment report by telling us the settings. The report settings are saved and 
available to you. Once you generate an assessment report, you can view the report 
summary, reconfigure the report settings, and download the report in CSV or PDF format.

Tell me the Steps
It's easy to create a custom report  template. 

1) Just go to Reports > Reports tab and then click Create New Report. 
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2) Provide a title and description (optional) to the report template. 

3) Choose the report format: CSV or PDF.

4) Select the cloud provider for which you want to generate the assessment report.

5) Select the execution type of the controls

6) Select the required compliance policy from the Select Policy drop-down for which you 
want to evaluate your cloud resources. 

Note:

- For CSV report format, you can select multiple policies.

- For PDF report format, you can select only one policy.
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7) Select the group, connector, or a combination of groups and connector you want to 
evaluate for compliance. 

8) Use evaluatedOn search query token to specify the date criteria for report you want to 
generate. 

9) Select Resource Summary check box to include details resource ID, connector, control 
ID, resource type, evaluation date, and resource result in the report (applicable only for 
PDF report format).

Note: Assessment reports containing up to 8k records with Resource Summary get 
successfully downloaded. Download of assessment report exceeding 8k records and 
Resource Summary is currently not supported for PDF reports.

10) Resource Evaluation Result: Select the evaluation results to be included in the reports 
for resources evaluated against the controls that meet criteria defined in Search Query. 
You could choose from Pass, PassE (pass with exceptions), and Fail options. You can 
choose multiple options.

11) Review the configured report settings in the Summary pane and then click Create and 
Run Report. 

Re-run Assessment Report
To re-run a report, select the report from the Reports page and click Run Again from the 
quick actions menu.

The Create report wizard with pre-populated settings is displayed. You can retain the 
current report settings or edit as per your need.

Click Run Report to initiate the report generation.

The report is then listed on the Reports page. You can download the report once the status 
is Completed.
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Download Assessment Report
To download a report, select the report from the Reports page and click Download from 
the quick actions menu.

The report is downloaded in format you specified during report creation.

View Assessment Report Settings
To view a report settings, select the report from the Reports page and click Info from the 
quick actions menu.

The Report Summary displays the report settings.

Delete Assessment Report
To delete a report, select the report from the Reports page and click Delete from the quick 
actions menu.

A confirmation dialog box is displayed. Click Yes to proceed with the deletion of the report.

The reports are automatically deleted after 7 days (from the date of creation).

On-Screen Reports
Create a custom template for the reports by telling us the settings. The report templates 
are saved and available to you. Every time you want to view the report, just select Run 
Report from the quick actions menu. 

You can edit the report template to reconfigure or change the report settings. Depending 
on the criteria you define in the report template, you could generate two types of reports: 
Mandate Report and Policy Report.

Mandate Based Reporting
Mandates are regulatory requirements, best practice standards or compliance frameworks 
designed by Security/business driven certification communities and/or government 
bodies.

We support report generation of policies and mandates for all the cloud providers we 
support: Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). 
To view the complete list of mandates that we support, see the List of Mandates section.

Launch the Mandate Based Report to view the compliance posture of the organization in 
terms of the underlying Security baseline against selected Mandates. This allows you to 
choose any one mandates you have to comply with and get a view of compliance posture 
in terms of their selected policies.

The reports are meant only for viewing and currently, we do not support saving, 
downloading or publishing the reports.

Tell me the Steps
It's easy to create a custom report  template. 
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1) Just go to Reports > On-Screen Reports > Create New Template. 

2) Provide a title and description (optional) to the report template. 

3) Select the cloud provider for which you want to generate the mandate report.

4) Select the Mandate in the report type and then click Next. 

-Select the Policy from the drop-down. You can select multiple policies.

-Select the Mandate from the drop-down. You can select only one mandate.

5) Select the execution type 
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6) Select the groups, connector, or a combination of groups and connector you want to 
evaluate for compliance. 

7) Review the configured report template settings in the Summary and then click Create 
Template and Run Report. 
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Sample Mandate Based Report

Policy Based Report
Policies are set of controls. We provide ability to generate policy specific compliance 
report. We support report generation of policies for all the cloud providers we support: 
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP).

It's easy to create a custom report  template. 

1) Just go to Reports > On-Screen Reports > Create New Template. 
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2) Provide a title and description (optional) to the report template. 

3) Select the cloud provider for which you want to generate the policy report.

4) Select the Policy in the report type, select the Policy from the drop-down and then click 
Next. You can select multiple policies.

5) Select runtime or buildtime in execution type.
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6) Select the group, connector, or a combination of groups and connector you want to 
evaluate for compliance. 

7) Review the configured report template settings in the Summary and then click Create 
Template and Run Report. 
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Sample Policy Based Report
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List of Mandates 
We support the following mandates for report generation.

1 ISO/IEC 27001:2013 

2 Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM) 

3 NERC Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) 

4 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPAA) Security Rule 45 CFR 
Parts 160/164, Subparts A/C:1996 

5 ANSSI 40 Essential Measures for a Healthy Network 

6 The Australian Signals Directorate - The Essential 8 Strategies (ASD 8) 

7 Reserve Bank of India (RBI) - Baseline Cyber Security and Resilience Requirements 
(Annex 1) 

8 NESA UAE Information Assurance Standards (IAS) 

9 APRA Prudential Practice Guide (PPG): CPG 234 - Management of Security Risk in 
Information and Information Technology 

10 IRDAI Guidelines On Information and Cyber Security for Insurers 

11 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

12 Minimum Acceptable Risk Standards for Exchanges (MARS-E) 

13 NCSC Basic Cyber Security Controls (BCSC) 

14 IRS Publication 1075 

15 NIST Cyber Security Framework (CSF) 

16 Sarbanes-Oxley Act: IT Security 

17 Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) - Notice 834: Cyber Hygiene Practices 

18 NIST Special Publication 800-171 

19 CIS Controls Version 8 

20 Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Security Policy 

21 Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) Level 1 

22 Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) Level 2 

23 Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) Level 4 

24 Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) Level 5 

25 Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) Level 3 

26 Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS) v3.2.1 

27 SWIFT Customer Security Controls Framework - Customer Security Programme 
v2021 
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28 Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP H) - High 
Security Baseline 

29 Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP M) - Moderate 
Security Baseline 

30 NIST 800-53 (Special Publication) 
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Responses
You can set up rules to alert you and keep you aware of resources that fail certain critical 
control evaluations and allow for fixing resource misconfigurations. Instead of having to 
actively monitor the system, these alerts ask for attention and intervention only when 
necessary, and make you aware of changes or significant findings as soon as the rules are 
met.

For example, you can set up alerts for:   

- Resources failing for particular control

- Evaluation result of highly critical controls

- Evaluation result of controls of specific policy

- Resources failing in the latest connector run

Configure Rule-based Alerts
Just tell us what you consider to be a significant finding or event and the mechanism in 
which you want to be alerted.

(1) Define actions that the rule must take in response to the alert. For detailed steps, see 
Create and Manage Actions.

(2) Set up your rules in the Rule Manager tab. For detailed steps, see Create and Manage 
Rules.

(3) Monitor all the alerts that were sent after the rules were triggered. For detailed steps, 
see, Manage Alerts.

That's it! You are all set to start being alerted about your cloud-resources.
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Create and Manage Actions
Define the method in which you want to be alerted once any rule created by you is 
triggered. Alerts are initiated when events matching a condition is detected and the action 
you configure for the condition match is triggered.

Actions that you can choose are send the alert messages by Email, PagerDuty or Post to 
Slack.

Create a new Action
(1) Go to Responses > Actions > New Action.

(2) Provide required details in the respective sections to create a new action:

In the Basic Information section, provide a name and description for the action. Select an 
action to specify the mode of sending alert messages by either Email (Via Qualys)/Send 
Email (Your SMTP), Post to Slack or Send to Pager Duty.

(3) For the selected action, provide the required message settings.

- Send Email (Via Qualys)/Send Email (Your SMTP) to receive email alerts. Specify the 
recipients’ email ID who will receive the alerts, subject of the alert message and the 
customized alert message.

- Send to PagerDuty to send alerts to your PagerDuty account. Provide the service key to 
connect to your PagerDuty account. In Default Message Settings, specify the subject and 
the customized alert message.

- Post to Slack to post alert messages to your Slack account. Provide the Webhook URI to 
connect to your slack account to post alert messages. In Default Message Settings, specify 
the subject of the alert message and the customized alert message.
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Manage Actions
View the newly created actions in the Actions tab with the details such as name of the 
action, type of the action, the number of rules for which this action is chosen are active or 
inactive and the user who created the rule.

You can use the Actions menu (for bulk selections) or Quick Actions menu to edit action, 
delete actions and save an existing action along with its configuration to create a new 
action with a new name. Use the search bar to search for actions using the search tokens.

Create and Manage Rules
Rules can be used to define the criteria to trigger the alert notifications. You can use our 
pre-defined search tokens and form the queries for the criteria. You can then associate an 
action to be executed when the criteria defined in the rule is met. 

Create New Rule
(1) Go to Responses > Rule Manager > New Rule.

(2) Provide a name and description of the new rule in the Rule Name and Description.

(3) In the Rule Query section, specify a query for the rule. The system uses this query to 
search for events. Use the Test Query button to test your query. Click Sample Queries link 
to select from the predefined queries.
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(4) In the Trigger Criteria section, choose from three trigger criteria that work in 
conjunction with the rule query. The trigger criteria are: Single Match, Time-Window 
Count Match and Time-Window Scheduled Match. For more information on trigger 
criteria, see Trigger Criteria.

(5) In the Action Settings section, choose the actions that you want the system to perform 
when an alert is triggered.
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Manage Rules
The Rule Manager tab lists all the rules that you have created with rule name, trigger 
criteria selected for the rule, alert message aggregating enabled or disabled for the rule, 
action chosen for the rule, date and time when the rule is last triggered and state of the 
rule, whether the rule is enabled or disabled and created date and time of the rule.

You can use the Actions menu or Quick Actions menu to edit, enable, disable, delete rules 
and save an existing rule along with its configuration to create a new rule with a new 
name. Use the search bar to search for rules using the search tokens.

Manage Alerts
The Activity tab lists all the alerts. Here you will see for each alert, rule name, success or 
failure in sending the alert message, aggregate enabled (Yes) or disabled (No) for the rule, 
action chosen for the rule, matches found for the rule and the user who created the rule.

-Search for alerts using our search tokens.

-Select a period to view the rules triggered during that time frame.

-Click any bar to jump to the alerts triggered in a certain time-frame.

-Use these filters to group the alerts by rule name, action name, email recipients and 
status.

Sample Queries
Scenario 1: Rules with specific name and are successfully executed with PagerDuty action.

ruleName:"api test sub name rule" and status:SUCCESS and 
action.type:PAGERDUTY

Scenario 2: Rules that were triggered during a certain date range

statusDate:[2021-01-02 ... 2021-06-02] and status:SUCCESS

Scenario 3: Rules with specific action triggered to specific recipient.
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action.type:EMAIL and action.emailRecipient:abc@example.com

Trigger Criteria
- Select Single Match if you want the system to generate an alert each time the system 
detects an event matching your search query

- Select Time-Window Count Match when you want to generate alerts based on the 
number of events returned by the search query in a fixed time interval. For example, an 
alert will be sent when three matching events are found within 15 minutes window..

- Select Time-Window Scheduled Match when you want to generate alerts for matching 
events that occurred during a scheduled time. The rule will be triggered only when an 
event matching your search criteria is found during the time specified in the schedule. 
Choose a date and time range for creating a schedule and specify how often you want to 
run the schedule for example, daily, weekly and monthly. For example, send daily alerts 
with all matches in a scheduled window between 4 pm and 5 pm.
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For the Weekly option, select the days of the week on which schedule will run. For 
example, send weekly alerts with all matches generated between 2.19 pm and 3.19 pm on 
every Monday and Wednesday.

For the Monthly option, specify the day of the month on which the schedule will run. For 
example, send monthly alerts on the first day of every month.

For Select Time-Window Count Match and Select Time-Window Scheduled Match, you 
have the option to aggregate the alerts by aggregate groups such as based on account Id, 
subscription Id, and so on.

Alerting Permissions
Assign permissions related to alerting to your user. Depending on the permissions 
assigned, the user can perform actions like creating, editing, or deleting rules and actions.  

Using the Administration module, the Manager user for that subscription can assign these 
permissions to other users.

Only the user having the Alerting Access permission can view the Responses tab on the 
CloudView UI.
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CloudView APIs
Many CloudView features are available through REST APIs.

Qualys maintains multiple platforms. The Qualys URL that you should use for API 
requests depends on the platform where your account is located. 

Click here to identify your Qualys platform and get the platform URL.

CloudView API documentation for Qualys URLs is available at:

https://<QualysURL>/cloudview-api/rest/v1/

For example, if your account is on US Platform 1 

https://qualysguard.qualys.com/cloudview-api/rest/v1/

Do I need to Authenticate?
Authentication to the Qualys Cloud Platform is necessary before you try out the APIs.

Simply, click Authorize and provide the user name and password. You can now use the 
APIs!

API Examples

You can view examples and details on API usage in our CloudView API User 
Guide.

https://www.qualys.com/platform-identification/
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-cloudview-api-user-guide.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-cloudview-api-user-guide.pdf
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Remediating Cloud Resources
CloudView provides you information on resource misconfigurations. With the remediation 
feature, you can:

- Remediate resource misconfigurations

- Perform actions on cloud resources

You can remediate your AWS, Azure, and GCP resource misconfigurations.

By default the remediation feature is enabled only for Cloud Security Assessment (CSA) 
users.

Configuring Remediation
You can not only detect and evaluate cloud resources but also remediate resources in your 
cloud environment. You can quickly fix resource misconfigurations and remediate your 
cloud resources.

Pre-requisites
Ensure that you have the following modules available in your subscription:

- Cloud Security Assessment (CSA) Subscription

- Administration

If you need access to a module, please contact your Qualys Technical Account Manager 
(TAM).

A user with Manager role or sub-user with Manage Remediation permission can use the 
remediation feature. For more information on the configuring access for remediation, see 
Managing Remediation Permission.

Quick Steps
With the remediation enabled for the connectors, while resources are discovered and 
evaluated by CloudView, you are provided with one-click remediation option. We will walk 
you through the steps.

Step 1. Configure Connectors For Remediation
Configuration connectors for remediation involves two steps: enable remediation for the 
connector and then assign write access for the connector

The detailed steps for each cloud provider:
Configure Remediation: AWS

Configure Remediation: Microsoft Azure

Configure Remediation: GCP
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Step 2. Remediating Cloud Resources

The Monitor tab lists the controls that are available for remediation and the count of 
failed evaluations that could be remediated.

Step 3. Actions for Cloud Resources (AWS)

The Resources tab provides you with actions that you can execute on instances to quickly 
fix unknown behavior of an instance or vulnerability on an instance.

Configure Remediation: AWS
You can enable remediation when you create AWS connectors or edit existing connectors. 
Refer to the Connector online help for information on enabling remediation for new 
connectors.
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Configuration on AWS Console
You can manually configure the roles and permissions needed for remediation. 

Manual Configuration
The manual configuration for remediation includes two parts: creating custom policy and 
adding the custom policy to the IAM role.

Creating Custom Policy:? 
1. Go to IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/. 

2. In the left navigation pane, choose Policies. 

3. Click Create policy. 

4. Click JSON tab. 

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/
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5. Paste the following policy document into the JSON tab. 

{ 
    "Version": "2012-10-17", 
    "Statement": [ 
        { 
            "Sid": "RemediationPermission", 
            "Effect": "Allow", 
            "Action": 
            [ 
            "ec2:RevokeSecurityGroupIngress",
            "ec2:AuthorizeSecurityGroupIngress",
            "ec2:DisassociateIamInstanceProfile",
            "ec2:StopInstances",
            "s3:PutBucketPublicAccessBlock",
            "rds:ModifyDBInstance" 
            ], 
            "Resource": "*" 
        } 
        ]
}

6. Click Review policy. 

7. On the Review policy page, type a Name and a Description (optional). 

8. Click Create policy.

Adding Policy to IAM Role:? 
1. Go to IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/. 

2. In the left navigation pane, choose Roles. 

3. From the IAM Roles displayed, choose the IAM Role provided during the connector 
creation step on the Qualys Cloudview. 

4. Go to Permissions tab and choose Attach policies. 

5. Select the check box on the left for the Custom policy you created above. 

6. Click Attach policy. 

Configure Remediation: Microsoft Azure
Configure Microsoft Azure connectors for gathering resource information from your 
Microsoft Azure account. Refer to the Connector online help for more information on 
enabling remediation for new connectors.

Pre-requisites
Before you create an Azure connector, ensure that you meet the following requirements:

https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/
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- Enable Remediation for Azure Connector to register an application with your Azure 
Active Directory.

- Check Azure Subscription permissions to assign the application to a role in your Azure 
subscription.

Configuration on Microsoft Azure Console
You could manually configure the roles and permissions needed for remediation on 
Microsoft Azure portal. 

Manual Configuration
The manual configuration for remediation includes two parts: creating custom role and 
adding the custom role to the application.

Creating Custom Role 
1. Go to IAM console at https://portal.azure.com/. 

2. In the search bar, search for Subscriptions and click Subscriptions, under the Services 
category. 

3. In the Subscriptions page, choose your subscription. 

4. Click Access control (IAM) navigation pane.

5. Scroll to Create a custom role card and click Add. 

6. Provide a name for the Custom role, select Start from scratch option for Baseline 
permissions and click Next. 

7. On the Permissions tab, click Add permissions and add the permissions listed below: 

- Microsoft.Sql/servers/firewallRules/delete 

- Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/write 

- Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/write 

- Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/write 

8. Click Review + create. 

9. Click Create.

Adding Custom Role to the application 
1. Go to Microsoft Azure portal at https://portal.azure.com/. 

2. In the search bar, search for Subscriptions and click Subscriptions under the Services 
category. 

3. On the Subscriptions page, choose your subscription.

4. Click Access control (IAM) navigation pane.

5. Find Add a role assignment card and click Add.

https://portal.azure.com/
https://portal.azure.com/
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6. In the Role field, choose the custom role you created (If the custom role does not appear 
in the drop-down, refresh the page).

7. Select drop-down choose the App provide during the connector creation. 

8. Click Save. 

Configure Remediation: GCP
Configure a Google Cloud Platform (GCP) connector for gathering resource information 
from your Google Cloud Platform project. Refer to the Connector online help for more 
information on enabling remediation for new connectors.

Configuration on GCP Console
You could manually configure the roles and permissions needed for remediation on 
Google Cloud Platform portal. 

Manual Configuration
The manual configuration for remediation includes two parts: creating custom role and 
adding the custom role to the application.

Creating Custom Role 
1. Go to IAM console at https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-admin/roles.

2. From the drop-down list at the top, select the project for which you want to create a 
role. 

3. Click CREATE ROLE and provide the required details.

4. Click Add Permissions.

5. In the Add Permissions window, add the following permissions:

- compute.firewalls.update 

- compute.instances.setMetadata 

- compute.firewalls.delete

- compute.networks.updatePolicy

- storage.buckets.setIamPolicy 

- cloudfunctions.functions.setIamPolicy 

- bigquery.datasets.update 

- cloudsql.instances.update 

9. Click CREATE.

Adding Custom Role to the IAM Member
1. Go to IAM-Admin page by visiting https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-admin/iam. 

https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-admin/roles  
https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-admin/iam
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2. In the IAM members list choose the member used for creating the connector. 

3. Click the edit icon on the right side of the Selected IAM member row.

4. In the Edit permissions window, click ADD ANOTHER ROLE and then choose the Custom 
role created in the above step.

5. Click Save. 

Add Compute Engine default service account access to Cloud view service account: 
1. Go to Service accounts page by visiting https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-
admin/serviceaccounts. 

2. From the service accounts list select Compute Engine default service accounts, which is 
of pattern PROJECT_NUMBER-compute@developer.gserviceaccount.com and check the 
box on the left. 

3. On the right pane, click ADD MEMBER. 

4. In the New members field, choose the service account provided during connector 
creation. 

5. In Select a role field, choose Service Account User role. 

6. Click SAVE. 

Remediating Cloud Resources
We provide you widget cards on Monitor tab which provides total evaluations, failures by 
criticality, and the count of failed evaluations that can be fixed through remediation.

Remediable Evaluations
With remediation enabled, you can filter out controls with failed evaluations that can be 
remediated.

Total Evaluations: Count of passed and failed control evaluations.

https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-admin/serviceaccounts
https://console.cloud.google.com/iam-admin/serviceaccounts
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Failure by Criticality: Failed Evaluations that are categorized as per failure criticality: High, 
Medium, and Low.

Remediable: Count of failed evaluations that can be remediated. Click to view the controls 
with failed evaluations that are remediable.

The “ ” icon indicates that these controls are available for remediation. Click on one of 
the controls to proceed with Remediation. 

Let us consider an example of CID 60.

Click Remediate Now.

The Remediation Resource pop-up is displayed. It displays the resources on which action 
is executed as a part of remediation. The action to be executed and the impact of the 
action is also listed.
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For example, if we initiate remediation for resources that have failed for CID 60. The 
“Block public and cross-account access to buckets and objects through any public bucket 
or access point policies" property is enabled for the resource as remediation action.

As a result, the S3 bucket resource ignores public and cross-account access for buckets or 
access points with policies that grant public access to buckets and objects. Provide a 
comment for remediation and select the I, <user name>, authorize to execute remediation 
actions on the selected resources check box.

Click Remediate.

The Remediation status is now changed to Queued state. Once the remediation is 
successfully completed, the status of the evaluations changes from FAIL to PASS.

Note: The Evidence details are updated only after the connector run. The Last 
Remediation Activity tab in Evidence lists the remediation details.

Actions for Cloud Resources (AWS)
We provide you with actions that you can execute on instances to quickly fix unknown 
behavior of an instance or vulnerability on an instance. 

Use Case: Search EC2 instance with critical vulnerability having IAM profile associated.

Action: Stop Instance, Remove IAM Profile

Benefit: Block instance having critical vulnerability from accessing AWS services or stop 
instance to quarantine it.

You can directly control remediable actions from Qualys for Instance resources.

We support the following actions for AWS Instance resources:
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Stop Instance
The Stop Instance action allows you stop an already running instance on AWS cloud. You 
can use the action as an immediate response on a newly detected unknown instance. For 
example, if you operate only in Mumbai region, but instances are detected in North 
Carolina region (where you do not operate). In such cases, the first response action 
towards such unknown instance would be to stop the instance and then troubleshoot it.

You can now execute actions on such instances from Qualys console.

1. Go to Resources > Amazon Web Services > Instance resource type. All the instances in 
your account are listed. The Actions column displays the possible actions.

Click the Stop Instance action. 

Remove IAM Profile
The Remove IAM profile action allows you disassociate an IAM profile from the instance. 
Removing IAM profile stops access to other AWS resources that may be available through 
the associated IAM role. You can execute the action in following scenarios:
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Go to Resources > Amazon Web Services > Instance resource type. All the instances in 
your account are listed. The Actions column displays the possible actions.

Click Remove IAM Profile action.

The Remove IAM profile pop-up is displayed.

Specify a comment and select the authorization check box.

Click Execute Action.

You can view the history of actions executed on instances. Simply, select the instance, and 
select Show Action Log from the quick action menu. The Action Log displays the list of 
actions executed on the instance. 

Permissions Required
We have provided permission for remediation. You can choose to enable to disable 
remediation for sub-users.
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By default, remediation is accessible to all the Manager users. You can assign access to 
sub-users based on their Roles. For a sub user to be able to perform remediation actions, a 
user with Manager role needs to assign the permission to the sub users from the 
Administration utility.

There are two types of sub users that a user with Manager role can create. Depending on 
the permissions you assign to the role, you could categorize the sub users as follows:

All privilege: You need to assigns Manage Remediation permission to a sub user with all 
privileges so that the sub user can perform all actions related to remediation.

Reader privileges: Sub user with Reader role can view remediable controls and connectors 
for which remediation is enabled. The sub user can neither create or edit connectors with 
remediation enable, nor can they execute any remediation actions on any of the 
resources.
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What’s more in CloudView
We also provide you with many more quick features such as downloading data in CSV 
format, saving your search queries, using date filters. 

Automatic Connector Creation
We have built few scripts that could ease tasks for you in CloudView. 

-Connector Creation: There are various scripts you could use to automate connector 
creation task. 

-Export to Splunk: Use CloudView_Splunk_Scripted_Inputs to integrate CloudView via 
python scripted inputs into Splunk Enterprise.

-Alerting data: You could use slack_cloudview_alerts  to integrate CloudView Assessment 
data into Slack for alerting.

You could automate few steps using the scripts we provide. For complete details and list of 
scripts, click here. 

Download Datalist
By downloading datalist to your local system you can easily manage the list outside of the 
Qualys platform and share them with other users. You can download results in CSV 
format.

The datalist that is available for download includes resources (grouped view and resource 
view), controls, control evaluations, and connectors list. 

The download is limited to 10,000 records. 

1) Use our search to narrow down your results. 

2) Select Download from the Tools menu. 

https://github.com/Qualys-Public/CloudSecurity
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3) Click Download. That's it!

Select the Change timezones for dates 
included in a report checkbox and select 
the required timezone to convert the dates 
in the CSV report to the desired timezone.

Choosing Data Range
Narrow down your search results for controls using our new date filter. The new date filter 
provides 8 options: Today, Yesterday, Last 7 days, Last 30 days, Last 90 days, This Month, 
Last Month, and Specific range. Depending on the date option you choose, the search 
results displays controls that are evaluated within the chosen date range.

Go to Monitor tab, type your search query in the search pane and then choose the date 
filter to further filter your search results.
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Saved Search
You can easily save your searches for reuse and share them with other users. 

Enter your search query and then click Save this Search Query. 

Give your search a title.

Choose Load/manage Saved Searches to use one of the searches you previously saved.

Delete any saved search you're no longer interested in.
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Customize Dashboards
Dashboards help you visualize your assets. You can add widgets with search queries to see 
exactly what you're interested in. You can also export and import Dashboard and Widget 
configurations, from the Tools menu, to a file in a json format allowing you to share them 
between accounts or within the Qualys community.

Each dashboard is a collection of widgets showing resource data of interest. You can 
create multiple dashboards and switch between them. 

You can personalize the default dashboard - add widgets, resize them, move them around 
to change the layout. Use the menu to manage your dashboards. 

How to Take Action 
Here's a quick look at your dashboard options. : 

Take actions on the entire dashboard set the default, create 
dashboard, change layout, delete, print, export dashboard, import 
dashboard and import widget.

Take actions on a single widget: edit widget, delete widget, refresh 
widget data, create template from widget, export widget.

Adding custom widgets
1) Start by clicking the Add Widget button on your dashboard. 

2) Pick one of our templates: CV pane has five default templates to choose from - or 
choose Custom pane to create your own widget. Let us consider an example of creating 
customized bar widget for Azure resources. 
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3) Each widget is unique. Define your custom settings. For some you'll select query data 
source, a query, group by option, limit  and layout - count, table, bar graph, pie chart.

a - Choose widget type: Count, Table, Column, Pie

b - Choose data source from the dropdown. For example: Azure Resources.

c - Provide a name for your widget.

d - Choose the resource type

e - Type your search query using pre-defined tokens.

The Preview pane displays the preview of your widget. 

4) Click Add to Dashboard to view the widget in the dashboard. You could view the 
preview of the widget using the Test and Preview button.

From the Actions menu on the dashboard, you can also import and export widget 
configurations to a file in a json format, allowing you to share the widgets between 
accounts or within the Qualys community.
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Resizing and layout.
Resize any widget horizontally, drag & drop widgets to 
change the layout. Refresh your view. 

1) Click the Tools icon on your dashboard. 

2) Select Edit Dashboard Layout

3) Adjust the width for any widget or drag the widget 
to a new location.

4) Click OK to save your changes.

Refresh your view
You might want to see the latest data for a particular widget. Select the widget menu and 
choose Refresh. 

To refresh all widgets in one go, choose the Refresh Dashboard option from the Tools 
menu and all the widgets on the dashboard will be refreshed. 

Configure number of Resources, Controls
You might also want to choose the number of resources or controls displayed in your Live 
Feed widget. You can choose to display: Top 10, Top 5, or Top 3 failed controls or resources.
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Securing Infrastructure as Code
In the current continuous integration and continuous deployment (CICD) environment, 
the scans are conducted on cloud resources after deployment. As a result, you secure the 
cloud resources post deployment. We execute Infrastructure as Code (IaC) Security scan 
for AWS Terraform. With arrival of IaC scan, you can now secure your code (IaC) before it 
gets deployed in the cloud environment. 

The Qualys IaC Security feature will help shifting security and compliance posture of 
cloud security to left, allowing evaluation of cloud resource misconfigurations even before 
actual deployment. Using this feature, cloud infrastructure teams can prevent 
misconfigurations before it really happens.

The first step towards IaC security is triggering an IaC scan. In the current scenario, the 
scans are executed after the cloud resources are deployed in the cloud environment. As a 
result, fixing of misconfigurations happens post deployment. However, using this feature, 
you can trigger the scan on IaC (configuration file) before the cloud resources are deployed 
in the environment. 

Once you trigger the scan, we will evaluate the configuration file (IaC) against pre-defined 
controls. 

IaC scanning works by uploading the template file or zip containing multiple files to 
CloudView, either via our CLI or API. The template is processed, and the response returns a 
scan ID. The returned scan id then can be used to fetch the scan report which provides the 
evaluation results giving you a clear picture of the misconfigurations (if any) that need to 
be fixed to secure your code before the actual deployment.

You can scan the templates either through CLI commands or using APIs:

Scanning Template Files Using CLI

Scanning Template Files Using API

Template Support
This Qualys IaC Security version supports following template files:

- AWS, Azure, and GCP Terraform Templates: The .tf template files - IaC Security scan 
supports over 100 terraform resource types.

- AWS, Azure, and GCP Terraform Plan: The .json plan files - To scan the plan files, you 
need to make those files available in JSON format. Refer 
https://www.terraform.io/docs/internals/json-format.html 

- AWS Cloudformation Template: We support the file types:.json, .yaml, .yml, .template

- Compressed Template File Formats: We are supporting following compressed template 
file format: .zip, .7z, .tar, .tar.gz, .gz

https://www.terraform.io/docs/internals/json-format.html
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Pre-requisites
Users with a non-expired paid/trial version of Cloud Security Assessment (CSA) 
subscription that has API access enabled. The following users with required permissions 
can access IaC:

-  A user with Manager access 

-  A sub-user with the CLOUDVIEW API Access 

Scanning Template Files Using CLI
Qualys provides a IaC scanning CLI which can be installed on any machines having 
python3. Qualys IaC Security CLI is based on Python PIP Platform.

Recommendation: Before you proceed with installation, we recommend you create a 
python virtual environment so that other python projects are not hampered.

We can create a python3 virtual environment using the below commands:

- MAC/Unix: python3 -m pip install --user virtualenv

- Windows: py -m pip install --user virtualenv

Click here for more information and detailed steps. 

Install Qualys IaC Security CLI
Use the following command to install the Qualys IaC through command line interface 
(CLI).

pip install Qualys-IaC-Security

Once Qualys IaC Security is installed, you may verify the installation by running the 
following commands.

$ qiac -v  / --version
Version: <installed version>

$ qiac -h  / --help
Usage: Show this message and exit.

https://packaging.python.org/guides/installing-using-pip-and-virtual-environments/
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List of Commands

Common Options Description
-c, --config_file (Optional) Path of the credentials config file set using "config" command

-a, --platform_url Qualys Platform URL 

-u, --user Qualys username

-p, --password Qualys password

-m, --format Provides the output in JSON format. [json]

-x, --proxy  Provide proxy in JSON format
For example,. {\"http\":\"http: 
//<user>:<password>@<host>:<port>\",\"https\":\"https://<host>:<port>\"}

-h, --help Show this message and exit

scan 
-n, --scan name (required) Name of the scan

-pn, --policy_name Cloud security assessment (CSA) policy name [Execution type: Build 
time] 

-d, --path (required) Single template file or a directory path 

-f, --filter Use regular expression to filter to and include the input files. 
Example: ".*[.]tf$"

Note: This option must used only when directory path is specified in the 
path option

-as, --async Launches/Triggers the laC scan asynchronously

-q, --quiet Show only failed checks

-g, --tag Add the tag (in JSON format) to the scan
For example, [{"env":"linux"},{"test_key":"tags"}]

-s, --save_output (optional) Save the output in the current directory 

getresult 
-i, --scan_id Scan ID

-s, --save_output (optional) Save the output in the current directory 

listscans 
-i, --scan_id Scan ID

config
-a, --platform_url (required) Qualys Platform URL

-u, --user (required) Qualys username

-p, --password (required) Qualys password

-c, --config_file (optional) File path to store the configuration
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Below are some of common scenarios for command usage. Usage of parameters vary 
based on use cases.

Configure IaC CLI (optional command)

1: Trigger Scan

2: Get the scan results

3: Get the whole scan list

4: Get the scan list of single Scan ID

Configure IaC CLI (optional command)
The command configures user's credentials. This command is optional and should be 
used only when a user wants to store Qualys credentials in flat file for subsequent uses. 
Once this file is correctly configured, the user need not provide the Qualys platform URL, 
username, and password details for every CLI command. The authentication details are 
picked from the configuration file.

The following command collects Qualys credentials and stores it at the home directory 
(.qiac.yaml).

qiac config  -a <Qualys Platform URL> -u <username> -p <password>

Note: The parameters: Qualys Platform URL, username, and password are mandatory 
for this command.

config_file : name or path of the config file

where,

name: if the name is provided, then a config file with the specified name is created.

path: if the path is provided, then the config file is created at the specified path with the 
default name. The default name is .qiac.yaml.

This command saves the config file on the user's home directory with the name 
.qiac.yaml. If a user doesn't want to save the config file in the home directory, the user can 
use the config_file option to provide the config file path. The config_file option saves the 
file at the specified path.

A user can use the config file using below ways:

- Use Config file from home directory: 

qiac <commands|params>
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- User Config file from custom directory:

qiac <commands|params> -c <location of config file>

where, the commands could be scan, getresults, listscans.

Note: If the user does not provide credentials in command options, then CLI checks for the 
config file in the current directory. If the config file is not present in the current directory, 
then CLI checks the user's home directory.

1: Trigger Scan 
The command uploads scan artifacts (-d) to Qualys platform, generate scan Id and return 
as an output. You may/may not want to add password parameter in CLI.

- With password (add -p)

qiac scan -a <Qualys Platform URL> -u <username> -p <password> -n 
<scan name> -d <path or single file>

- Without password (remove -p)

qiac scan -a <Qualys Platform URL> -u <username> -n <scan name> -d 
<path or single file> 

- With config file option (add -d: single file option)

qiac scan -n <scan name> -c <Path of the config file> -d <path or 
single file>

- With config file option (add -d: multiple file option)

qiac scan -n <name of the scan> -c < Path of the config file >  -d 
<path1 to a file or directory> -d <path2 to a file or directory> -
d <path3 to a file or directory>

- With save output option (-s)

qiac scan -n <scan name> -c <Path of the config file> -d <path or 
single file> -m <file format:JSON> -s 

Note: Ensure that you always use file format option (-m JSON) along with -s option. The 
option -s saves the scan output in the current directory in JSON format. The file name is 
as follows:
scan_response_<scanId>.json
- With policy name option (-pn) 

qiac scan -a <Qualys Platform URL> -u <username> -p <password> -n 
<scan name> -d <path or single file> -pn <policy name>

Note: The policy name should be entered in single quotes for Linux users and in double 
quotes for Windows users. The policy name must match with existing policies in 
CloudView.
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2: Get the scan results
The command returns IaC scan result for the provided scan id (-i) in a default tabular 
format.

qiac getresult -a <Qualys Platform URL> -u <username> -p 
<password> -i <scan id> 

with config file option

qiac getresult -c <Path of the config file> -c <Path of the config 
file>

3: Get the whole scan list
The command returns list of all the IaC scans.

qiac listscans -a <Qualys Platform URL> -u <username> -p 
<password> 

with config file option

qiac listscans -c <Path of the config file>

4: Get the scan list of single Scan ID
The command returns single IaC scan as per the scan Id you provide.

qiac listscans -a <Qualys Platform URL> -u <username> -p 
<password> -i <scan id>

with config file option

qiac listscans -c <Path of the config file> -i <scan id>

Understanding Scan Output
In command line interface (CLI), the output is defaulted to tabular display. CLI can output 
JSON response with additional input parameter for format.

For details on elements in JSON output format, refer to Secure IaC section in CloudView 
API User Guide.

IaC Integrations
CloudView IaC Scans are available as plugins for your CI/CD tools. Identify 
misconfigurations during development with just one click. You can read about the 
individual integrations and how to run them from the below resources.

• IaC for Jenkins

• IaC for GitLab 

• IaC for GitHub

https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-cloudview-api-user-guide.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-cloudview-api-user-guide.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-iac-security-integration-jenkins.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-iac-security-integration-jenkins.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-iac-security-integration-gitlab.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-iac-security-integration-github.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-iac-security-integration-jenkins.pdf
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• IaC for BitBucket

• IaC for Bamboo

Scanning Template Files Using API
Qualys has introduced new API to launch the IaC scan and fetch the scan results and scan 
lists.

1) Trigger IaC Scan (POST)

2) Get Scan Results (GET)

3) Get List of Scans (GET)

For complete details, refer to Secure IaC section in CloudView API User Guide.

https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-cloudview-api-user-guide.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-iac-security-integration-bamboo.pdf
https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys-iac-security-integration-bitbucket.pdf
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Appendix: List of Policies and Controls
CloudView continuously discovers resources and ensures resources are compliant in 
relation to respective Benchmark & Best Practices policy provided out-of-the-box. 

The Policies tab lists the policies we currently support. To view the complete list of policies 
and associated controls that Qualys provides, refer to Qualys CloudView Policy Document.

https://www.qualys.com/docs/qualys_cloudview_policy_control_list.pdf
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